Increased risk of breast cancer in neurofibromatosis type 1: current insights
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Abstract: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant condition caused by mutation/deletion of the NF1 gene. The gene product, neurofibromin, is a tumor suppressor which represses the activity of the Ras oncogene. Central nervous system (CNS) tumors have long been associated with NF1, but their association with several other malignancies has been demonstrated. In this review, we summarize the epidemiological data that irrefutably support a link between NF1 and an increased risk of early-onset breast cancer, to levels at which annual mammography is currently recommended in national high-risk screening programs. We discuss the reasons for the observed adverse breast cancer prognosis in NF1 cases, including late presentation and more aggressive tumor subtypes, and recommend that a collaborative breast screening study be initiated to better serve this currently underserved population of women.
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Introduction

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant condition with a birth incidence of 1 in 1,900–3,000 and prevalence of approximately 1 in 4,000.1,2 NF1 not only demonstrates complete penetrance but also significant variability in clinical phenotype due to differences in the site and type of genetic defect in the NF1 gene and additional genetic and environmental factors that are not well understood.3 Clinical features in individuals can be difficult to predict, even within families, which makes genetic counseling imprecise. Approximately 50% of cases are familial, but the remaining 50% are sporadic and emerge due to de novo defects in the NF1 gene.4

The National Institutes of Health diagnostic criteria for NF1 require two or more of the following; café-au-lait spots, neurofibromas (2 or more), skinfold freckling, Lisch nodules, optic glioma, osseous lesions, or a family history of the condition in a first-degree relative. Genetic testing of the NF1 gene has also allowed molecular diagnosis when the syndrome is suspected and has high sensitivity of approximately 96% in both de novo and inherited NF1.5 Clinical features of NF1 usually become apparent in the first few years of life, with most fulfilling National Institutes of Health criteria between ages 6 and 7. Almost all patients with NF1 develop cutaneous neurofibromas between adolescence and later adulthood, which often cause cosmetic concerns and itching but do not transform into malignant tumors. However, 30%-50% of patients with NF1 also have plexiform neurofibromas, which have the potential to become malignant (malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors, MPNST).6 This link between NF1 and malignancy is well established. The most commonly associated types of cancer are MPNST and intracranial...
gliomas. CNS tumors usually present earlier in childhood and mostly comprise low-grade pilocytic astrocytomas of the optic radiations or brainstem; however, more infrequently, brainstem gliomas occur and are of higher grade. In addition to these tumors, patients with NF1 are at a higher risk of developing gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST), rhabdomyosarcomas, and phaeochromocytoma. Their association with an increased incidence of breast cancer (BC) has been debated for many years, but more conclusive data have now confirmed this link.

The NF1 gene, on chromosome 17, was first characterized in 1990. The gene product is neurofibromin—a large multifunctional protein which acts as a tumor suppressor through induction of RAS GTPase activity—converting active RAS-GTP to inactive RAS-GDP. In addition, neurofibromin-1-induced suppression of PI3K/Akt and cAMP signaling has been described. Potential NF1 driver mutations/deletions have been identified in only 3% of breast tumors. However, two independent analyses of The Genome Cancer Atlas (TGCA) data have recently demonstrated loss of heterozygosity of NF1 in 28%–31% of cases with unselected invasive BC, increasing to 40%–62% of triple-negative tumors lacking expression of estrogen, progesterone, and human epidermal growth factor receptors (Her2) and Her2-enriched subtypes. Reduction in mRNA levels was confirmed, suggesting haplo-insufficiency in NF1 may play an important role in BC predisposition in NF1 mutation carriers.

Several high-risk BC predisposition genes including BRCA1 and BRCA2 and TP53 have been identified. Germline mutations in these genes often result in BC of adverse pathology in younger women. Lifetime BC risks of 60%–85% have led to high-intensity screening protocols in many countries. For example, in the UK, National Institute For Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines suggest offering annual MRIs to ages 30–50. However, mutations in these genes account for only ~3% of BC incidence overall. Several additional moderate risk genes have been identified, including ATM, BARD1, CHEK2, and PALB2, although appropriate protocols for screening are yet to be defined. It is noteworthy that women at moderate risk of BC due to family history and hormonal risk factors are offered annual mammography between ages 40 and 50 in the UK for a lifetime risk of 17%–30%. In this article, we discuss the clinical evidence of increased BC risk in women with neurofibromatosis and the potential need for a high-risk screening protocol.

**Method**

A search of PubMed with neurofibromatosis type 1/neurofibromatosis 1 and breast cancer in the search field in the title was undertaken. Of these, some were case reports of between one and three cases. The others were larger studies of mortality data or genetic profiling of patients with NF1. Key citations from these publications were also crosschecked. Furthermore, UpToDate was reviewed for any further publications, which are summarized in the results.

**Results**

We identified 32 published epidemiological studies that investigated a potential association of NF1 diagnosis with invasive cancer risk and, of these, nine examined BC risks specifically. Most studies were of a similar design, comparing BC rates ± mortality, in populations known to have NF1 by clinical and/or genetic criteria, with the background population rates matched for epoch, age, sex, and location. The first epidemiological paper to report the association of NF1 and cancer was in a Danish cohort of 212 NF1 probands identified through hospital admission records. Data presented included information from 42 years of follow-up in what was presumably a severely affected cohort. Overall, a 4-fold increase in malignant neoplasms or benign CNS tumors was seen in patients with NF1 compared to the general population. Affected female relatives of the probands also showed a 1.9-fold (1.1- to 3.1-fold) increase in risk of predominantly nervous system neoplasms, but BC cases were not documented. In 1995, Zöller et al published a 12-year follow-up study of <70 patients with NF1 in Gothenburg, Sweden. In their mortality analysis, observed deaths (n=22) significantly exceeded those expected (n=5; p<0.001), and 55% (12/22) were due to malignancies, although there was no clear evidence of an excess of BCs. In an American study of death certification, 3,770 presumed NF1-related deaths were identified from a population of >32 million. The proportional mortality rate (PMR) for malignant neoplasms was significantly elevated in NF1 at 1.21 (1.14–1.28). The predominant neoplasms recorded were those of connective tissues and the brain, with no increase in the recording of breast tumors [PMR 0.66 (0.52–0.82)]. However, this study highlights a major issue with death certification studies. In a smaller study of our own, only 36% of patients with NF1 for whom we were able to obtain details of death certification had NF1 as a contributing cause on the death certificate as did only 1/9 who died from BC. It is highly likely, therefore, that the association between BC and NF1 is significantly underestimated.
More recently, Walker et al designed a prospective study looking at cancer incidence in patients with NF1 using data from the UK NF1 registry and UK Office of National Statistics. In 2006, they reported data in 448 NF1 cases, followed for a median of 13.6 years and totaling 5,705 patient years of follow-up. Notably, only the first malignancy in each patient was considered. The standardized incidence ratio (SIR) for all cancer was 2.7 (1.9–3.7; \( p<0.0001 \)) for the whole population and 3.07 (1.9–4.6; \( p<0.0001 \)) for the 227 females in the study. The SIR for all female BC was 1.87 (0.61–4.37; \( p=0.26 \)) but rose to 4.02 (1.09–10.3; \( p=0.037 \)) for women younger than 50 – the first demonstration of an age-specific increase in BC risk in NF1 carriers. Two studies from the North West Regional Genetics Service NF1 Register in the UK have documented an increased BC incidence and mortality in their NF1 cohort. Of 304 female NF1 patients \( \geq 20 \) years old with a median follow-up of 17.8 years and overall follow-up of 5,411 person years, 14 were diagnosed with BC – giving an SIR of 3.5 [95% confidence interval (CI) 1.9–5.9]. In women younger than 50, this increased to an SIR of 4.9 (95% CI 2.4–8.8). In terms of mortality, the PMR for BC in the second study was 3.5 (95% CI, 1.3–7.7).

As doubt persisted with regard to the link between NF1 and BC, four further epidemiological studies were conducted and reported during 2012–2016. Two US studies from Detroit and Baltimore were published in 2012. Wang et al studied 76 female NF1 cases \( \geq 20 \) years old and compared BC incidence with the local 4 million participant contribution to the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) registry. Nine cases of BC were identified (two of these nine women had bilateral disease), giving an overall SIR of 5.2 (2.4–9.8). Again, this was predominant in those younger than 50 who had an SIR of 8.8 (3.2–19.2). Of additional interest, the cohort was racially mixed and crude incidence figures appeared similar between African-American women [3 of 22 (13.6%)] and those described as Caucasian [6 of 48 (12.5%)]. Madanikia et al identified 126 female NF1 cases younger than 20 of whom 28% were described as Black. Using appropriate time period and race adjustment and comparing BC incidence with SEER data, the SIR was 2.30 for NF1 cases overall \( (p=0.087, 95\% \text{ CI } 0.73–5.55) \) and was highly statistically significant in women younger than 50 (SIR 4.41; \( p=0.0049, 95\% \text{ CI } 1.12–12.00) \). It is worth noting that these data are based on only four BC cases, two of whom were diagnosed with BC prior to intake onto the local NF1 database. The two cases diagnosed after intake had ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and, thus, there is unlikely to be any effect on mortality.

In 2015, Seminog and Goldacre used the Hospital Episode Statistic (HES) dataset, which includes all hospital day cases and inpatient cancer in neurofibromatosis type 1
Wallace et al\textsuperscript{13} demonstrated \textit{NF1} mutation or deletion in 33\% of BCs, with a significant enrichment in ER-negative and HER2-positive subtypes.

**Discussion**

The increased risk of BC in NF1 has now been reported by several groups. The BC risk in those younger than 50 was significantly elevated in all recent studies, with SIRs between 4.0 and 11.1 (Table 1).\textsuperscript{6,7,20–24} Although most of these data are from retrospective studies, the prospective cohort study of Walker et al is consistent with the retrospective data.\textsuperscript{20} Furthermore, the inclusion of only first cancer diagnoses in this study may underestimate the risk of BC by excluding women with multiple malignancies. As an example, in the study of Wang et al,\textsuperscript{22} of the 13 women with a diagnosis of invasive or in situ BC, three had another primary tumor that would have precluded BC registration in Walker et al’s study if occurring prior to the BC diagnosis.\textsuperscript{20} The only study to show a possible reduction in the incidence of BC was the death certification study of Rasmussen et al (SIR 0.66).\textsuperscript{18} We have previously highlighted the lack of reliability of death certification data in identifying NF1 cases, particularly those who have died from causes not readily identified as being secondary to NF1 itself.\textsuperscript{19} Despite these potential issues with study design, the data are remarkably consistent and provide irrefutable data linking NF1 with an increased risk of BC which is diagnosed at younger age than in the general population and with poorer outcomes. The poorer outcome is likely due to the increase in triple-negative (ER, PR, and HER2) and HER2-positive tumor subtypes, which are associated with inferior 5-year survival compared with ER-positive HER2-negative cancers.\textsuperscript{29} In addition, Uusitalo et al confirmed a significant increase in T stage with NF1 when compared with the general population.\textsuperscript{24} Overall survival in their cohort was significantly worse even after matching tumors in NF1 and controls for ER status. However, BC-specific survival would have been a more meaningful endpoint in this situation in view of the widely reported inferior survival in NF1, which is driven by both neoplastic and cardiovascular risks.

Notwithstanding this issue, the PMR reported in the study from Manchester confirms the adverse outcomes with NF1-associated BC, and a combination of aggressive tumor phenotypes and later presentation are the most likely causes.\textsuperscript{19} For women who are used to having benign breast lumps, it is perhaps understandable that they may delay initial presentation when another lump arises. Even at presentation, there can be difficulties in diagnosis as mammograms can be more challenging to interpret in NF1 cases.\textsuperscript{25,26} Although neurofibromas are generally well circumscribed and oval/round on mammography, they may obscure neoplastic lesions.\textsuperscript{26} MRI may be a more appropriate imaging technique, although its reduced specificity versus mammography leads to increased recall rates in the general screening population and this could theoretically be even higher in NF1 carriers.\textsuperscript{27} Only one case report has been published documenting the MRI appearance of NF1 breast neurofibromas, and a prospective study in this group is clearly required.\textsuperscript{25}

If we consider the indication for a breast screening program in NF1, we must relate this to high-risk screening programs that are already established. In the UK, the updated high-risk screening protocol defines population risk as <3% risk of BC aged 40–50, moderate risk as 3–8%, and high risk as >8%.\textsuperscript{14} For women at moderate risk, annual mammography is recommended from 40 to 49 and, for those at high risk, mammography is offered from 40 to 59 and considered from 30 to 39. In addition, those at very high risk due to \textit{BRCA1/2} or \textit{TP53} mutation are offered annual MRI. In Table 1, we have calculated the 10-year BC risks from the six most recent epidemiological studies in NF1 patients. All studies would fulfill the criteria for at least moderate risk screening with annual surveillance at 40–50, with the Finish study suggesting that screening should be annual from 30 to 59.

**Table 1 10 year breast cancer risks aged 30 and 40 years in NF1 patients from population based and cohort studies with Standard Incidence ratios**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>SIR &lt;50 (95%CI)</th>
<th>10-year BC risk 30 years general population UK</th>
<th>Estimated 10-year BC risk 30 years NF1 UK</th>
<th>10-year BC risk aged 40 years general population UK</th>
<th>Estimated 10-year BC risk aged 40 years in NF1 UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walker et al\textsuperscript{20}</td>
<td>4.02 (1.09–10.3)</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharif et al\textsuperscript{21}</td>
<td>4.9 (2.4 to 8.8)</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al\textsuperscript{22}</td>
<td>8.8 (3.3–19.2)</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madanikia et al\textsuperscript{23}</td>
<td>4.41 (1.12 to 12.00)</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminog and Goldacre\textsuperscript{24}</td>
<td>30–39 RR 6.5 (2.6–13.5), 40–49 RR 4.4 (2.5–7.0),</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uusitalo et al\textsuperscript{24}</td>
<td>&lt;40 11.1 (5.6–19.5), 40–49 2.6 (0.95–5.65)</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BC, breast cancer; NF1, neurofibromatosis type 1; RR, relative risk; SIR, standardized incidence ratio.
start earlier than this.\textsuperscript{2,4} Notably, the most recent version of the NCCN guidelines (Genetic/Familial High-Risk Assessment: Breast and Ovarian, Version 2.2017) advise annual mammogram starting at age 30 and consideration of breast MRI with contrast from ages 30 to 50 in the NF1 population.\textsuperscript{10} Ovarian cancer risk was noted not to be increased with NF1 mutation.\textsuperscript{20} The safety of mammography in the NF1 population is not known. Although the radiation exposure is low with mammography, this group has been shown to develop second tumors in response to therapeutic ionizing radiation.\textsuperscript{20} In view of this and the observations that BCs in the NF1 population occur in younger women, where mammography is less sensitive and are more frequently of adverse prognostic subtypes, we believe it is time to institute a collaborative multinational MRI-based breast screening study to quantify the potential benefits and harms for patients with NF1.
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